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All late-medieval historians will welcome the publication of the four volume
set of the  History of Parliament  covering the second  half  of the reign of Richard II
and the reigns of the first two Lancastrians, which forms the first Section of the
projected complete History of Parliament. The preparation of  this  Section, arguably
the most difficult yet  attempted, has taken over thirty years of dedicated
scholarship by a  team of historians led since 1961 by Professor John Roskell.
Inspired by Roskell’s pioneering prosopographical  study of the parliament of  1422,
taken on in later  years  and seen to completion by the commitment of Linda Clark
and Carole Rawcliffe (rightly credited as joint editors), the set is  a  magnificent
achievement. It contains  3,173  biographies of members of the house of  commons,
135 constituency surveys, an 140  page  introductory essay by Roskell himself and
20 analytical appendices. It is in  effect  a  biographical dictionary of three
generations of English gentry and burgesses who lived in the second half of the
fourteenth century and the first of the fifteenth, to be set beside the biographies of
the  peers  to be found in the Complete Peerage.

The biographies of the members of the house of commons in three volumes
provide the substance of the set. The result of painstaking research often through
the most intractable material, almost all of what can now be recovered about these
cohorts of parliamentarians is brought  together.  Occasionally in the case of
burgesses this regrettably still means nothing: thus the entries for William Tanner,
an MP for Bletchingley in 1395 and John Thompson, elected to the December
parliament of  1421  ,  read ‘unidentified'. But usually something has been discovered
about  even  the most obscure burgess, and in the  case  of some knights of the shire,
particularly grandees like Thomas Chaucer or Sir John Tiptoft, substantial and
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significant life studies have been compiled.
-  Comparison, perhaps unfair, .with Josiah  Wedgwood’ s 1936  volume of

biographies of the members of the house of commons between  1439  and 1509,
highlights the quality of the work and the advances in knowledge and changes in
approach that  have  occurred between the publicationof the  Mo  sections. Whereas
Wedgwood offered . just notes and a compendium of facts-on  each  memberbased
on a limited scan of the sources, Roskell  et al. provide in  each  entry not only a
summary curriculum vitae  identifying genealogy and office-holding, but  also,  if at
all possible, a full narrative essay on the  subject’s life, encompasing private as well
as public affairs, drawing upon a comprehensive examination of available sources
both centrally and locally. William Burley of Broncroft in Shropshire, nineteen
times a member between  1417  and 1456 and twice Speaker, rated no more than
400-words in Wedgwood, but reéeives over  2,500  here, offering a  far more
complete picture of the man and his career.

Often, despite the paucity of intimate information, the authors have been able
to bring out the 'character and personality of their  subjects  as well. Thus we
discover'that Sir-Robert Neville of Hornby in Lancashire, the younger, was  a
shrewd financier who was able to rescue his family from the debts incurred by his
father and impending ruin in the 1360s. John Ninezergh of Ninezergh in
Westmorland, on the other hand, was a bit of  a  cad. He set himself 'up by marrying
the rich widow of Lord Scrope of Bolton, Margaret Deincourt; in  ‘somewhat
dubious circumstances which involved  a  charge of  rape  and abduction, for which
he was acquitted, and the reputed murder of the vicar of Wensley who  opposed  his
designs on the lady. Having got his hands on some of the property of his step-son,
the infant Richard, Lord Scrope of Bolton, he then, in 1414  became  involved m a
brawl during which he killed  a  yeoman called William Gerard. Having fled to
sanctuary, he abjured the realm never to return again before his death In 1420. But
not all members of parliament were as disreputable.  Some like  Sir Ivo FitzWaryn
of Caundle Haddon, Dorset (1347-1414), and five times an MP,  a  veteran of almost
every English military campaign in France, Scotland and Ireland from  1371  until
1395, were .the very model of strenuous knights of the shire admired by
contemporaries. ’
L  Here, therefore, is  a  gazeteer, especially of the greater gentry of England' 1n the
later fourteenth and early fifteenth century, that  will prove of lasting value as a
research resource for social, political, or genealogical history. his  not, of course
complete. Several powerful and important figures are not known ever to have been
members of the house of commons:  thus  Sir  Thomas  Erpinghami one of Henry
IV’s most  trusted and influential servants, though a councillor  andvof  great
influence on his master’s  behalf  in East Anglia, never sat as a member of the house
of commons. But nowhere else is so much information about the individuals who
formed the core of the English political nation in these decades to be found.

-  But the editors  have  produced far more thanalgazeteer. The first volume
provides in-its introductory essay, analytical appendices and constituency surveys
the foundation for the study of the institution of parliament itself in what was  a
formative period. Parliament met no fewer. than 32 times in the 35 years; it
witnessed  some  of the fiercest conflicts.between crown and commons, including
the longest parliament so far which sat for nine months in  1406;  but it also
witnessed one of the  most  sustained periods of harmony between crown~and
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commons during the reign of Henry V. Professor Roskell himself provides a
magisterial and summative essay on the constitutional development, procedures
and functions of the  house  of  commons. Linda Clark draws out some revealing
features of the composition of the  house  in the appendices  that  follow. One is the
apparent increase in the number of lawyers in the house in the reign of Henry V. It
is interesting to  note, however, that  the precentage of known lawyers was never
high  -  never more than 22%  — and  that, as so many of the constituency surveys
reveal, the lawyers were often also landed gentry as well. Nevertheless, the
increase in lawyers after 1413 is linked to another trend, the decline in the number
of belted knight representing the shires and  a  general lowering in the wealth as well
as the  status  of  those  returned for the counties towards the end of the period. One
reason, demonstrated in many constituencies, is that after 1417  a  significant
proportion of the belted knights were abroad in the service of Henry V. But there
was  also  an underlying trend  away from belted knights to mere esquires in almost
all the counties (Yorkshire, which returned only belted knights right down to the
reign of Henry VH1, is the proud  exception), which reveals  that  this was the period
when  the term  ‘knight  of the  shire’ ceased  to be an  exact  description. The social
changes behind this trend are hard to discern, but it appears  that  fewer gentry,
although many could afford to, were  prepared  to  become  knights:  the exemplar of
this fashion, admittedly exceptional  for  a  man of his wealth and political influence,
was  Thomas  Chaucer.

A  feature of particular interest and significance throughout the period is the
low level of non-residence  amongst  known burgesses, never rising above  11%.
This may be a function of the relative paucity of some borough returns compared
with the counties, but all in all one can conclude that the invasion of the boroughs
by outsiders, local gentry, placemen and carpetbaggers did not become significant
until after  1422.  Outsiders were creeping into  west country boroughs and Appleby
(which John Ninezergh represented in his only parliament in 1406). The crown,
even in Cornwall, exercised little influence on borough elections. More
characteristic, and  a  pointer to the future, was the manner in which Sir William
Sturmy secured the election of his servants and associates to Marlborough after
1413  and  took  up the lease of Great Bedwyn (already reduced to a village) in 1404
thereby putting the parliamentary borough in his pocket. But even in Great
Bedwyn, for which few returns  have  survived, those elected between 1380 and
1390 were residents, none paying more than 6d towards the poll-tax of 1379.
Some, including the village blacksmith and plumber sat several  times.  Thus there
were mere villagers in parliament rubbing shoulders with the great landed elite:
John Combe, a 4d  poll-tax  payer returned for the fourth time for .Bedwyn, was
present in 1386 in the same assembly as Sir Thomas Hungerford, representing his
county of Wiltshire, which impeached Sir Michael de La  Pole.  Throughout the
reigns  of Richard II, Henry IV and Henry V  there were significant numbers of
Combes  —  hackneymen, ropemakers, tailors, innkeepers as well as  bailiffs,
portreeves and petty borough  officials  —  who participated in the great political
occasions and had  a  voice in the  voting of supply. Their presence, genuinely
representing the commons as an  estate  of the realm, gives  food for thought about
the involvement of ordinary people in politics in an era associated only with  extra-
parliamentary activity and popular uprising. One wonders whether the sheer
numbers of insubstantial local MPs that these volumes identify in every parliament
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did not have some bearing on the dynamics of each assembly, both  those that
proved troublesome for the crown in times of heavy taxation for little return, as
well as  those  that  enthusiastically endorsed the heroic Henry V. Perhaps historians
have tended to overlook the possible political impact of  this  weight of opinion on
the knights of the Shires who it is agreed dominated the commons and  took  the lead
in debate.

Indeed the collected information in  these  volumes  raises  many important
questions about political structures and dynamics  which  will repay careful thought
and analysis. Here the prosopographical approach to history comes into its own.
Linda Clark has put together useful analyses of the composition of the houses of
commons in two groups of parliaments  — the Merciless and Cambridge Parliaments
of 1388, 1397-8 and  1399, and the parliaments of 1410, 1411  and  1413 -  to show
how the numbers of MP5 with associations and connections  with  the crown and its
opponents fluctuated according to the changing fortunes of their factions. These
illuminate and give substance to what can be deduced from the outcome of these
assemblies both in the conflict between Richard  H  and the Appellants and in the
rivalry between Henry Prince of Wales and his father. Similar analyses of other
parliaments could prove equally rewarding. The  associations  and connections of
the knights of the shire in the long parliament of 1406, the most hostile of Henry
IV’s  assemblies, demonstrate that the crown enjoyed a clear majority among their
ranks as well as the loyal service of the Speaker, Sir John  Tiptoft.  In this case the
analysis leads to a questioning of the conventional interpretation, and by
implication, opens up again the whole question of the relationship between Henry
IV and his early parliaments.'. Since we know virtually nothing from contemporary
sources of how the commons reached its resolutions and what actually was said by
whom in the key debates, prosopographical analysis, imperfect and impersonal as
it inevitably is, has nevertheless an important part to play in helping us penetrate
the gloom. Now, at  last, with the publications of these volumes the  task  can be
undertaken.

For the internal dynamics of the house of commons Linda Clark’s analyses of
the composition  pave  the way. The surveys of 135 constituencies, each moulded to
a  common pattern, form the greater part of the first volume.  They provide an
invaluable political geography of late-medieval England; a  foundation for further
analysis of the developments and changes in each after  1421, as well as the basis
for  a  review of the balance of political forces in the localities before and after 1399.
For the political historian the shire constituencies are the more important, but it is

worth noting that the descriptions of the boroughs have also made available an
accessible and comprehensive overview of late-medieval urban history.

A  brief comparison of the shire constituencies reveals some interesting
conclusions about the political map of England at the beginning of the fifteenth
century. Most counties were represented by men who came from well-established
families. Only rarely were there any rank outsiders; and only a  handful were newly
established in the local society by marriage or purchase. A significant proportion of
MPs in most countries had interests in more than one  county, and several
represented more than one. As viewed through their representation in parliament
certain counties were closely linked.  Thus  Cumberland and Westmorland had
much  in common, as did Norfolk and  Suffolk.  Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire
seem to have formed a particularly distinctive group with several prominent gentry
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with estates in all three, representing all three on different occasions. MPs tended
to be drawn from the full range of each  county’s  landed gentry, both  from the very
wealthy, several of whom were fathers of peers or became peers themselves, and
the relatively obscure. There were  some  very wealthy MPs. Sir Walter Hungerford
enjoyed an income of £650  pa.  in  1420-21; in  1448-9, by which time he was Lord
Hungerford, his annual income had risen to  £1,800.  Most counties too  boasted a
core of frequent parliamentarians, sitting more than  a  dozen times each as well as  a
number who are only known to have sat once. In many counties, it appears, the
novice was often teamed with the veteran. There were of course differences
between  counties; the  most  marked contrast was between Yorkshire, the  most
conservative, where all MP5 came from the county elite, and  a  large number had
military experience and Kent, the  most  cosmopolitan, which had the largest
number of outsiders.

The pattern of influence and connections with the peerage, the web of bastard
feudalism, is particularly revealing. Relatively few peers would' seem to have had a
county‘ sown  up’. The  Beauchamps  were exceptional in the apparent strength of
their parliamentary affinity' 1n Warkwickshire and Worcestershire. The Counenays
were similarly influential' 1n Devon and the FitzAlans 1n  Shropshire  until the death
of the Earl of Arundel' m  1415. The Percies did not  have  any apparent monopoly
even  in Northumberland.  Most  counties had more than one baronial presence,

some, especially Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire. had little resident baronial
influence. In some cases the misfortunes of minorities or attainders removed
potential peers  from the scene for long periods. Nevertheless, in so far as the
indirect, inferential and incomplete evidence  goes  (and the point  that  many great
baronial archives have not survived is properly stressed), it would appear that not
many county constituencies were dominated by peers.  There is, however, one very
important  exception:  the Duke of Lancaster. Both before and after 1399, a
significant proportion of the MPs for the following counties were attached in some
way to John of Gaunt or Henry Bolingbroke: Lancashire, Yorkshire,
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Leicestershire and Norfolk. Moreover there were
some  links  between MPs and the duchy in Northumberland, Staffordshire,
Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, Gloucestershire and  Sussex.  The dominance of the
house of Lancaster became more marked after  1399  when its influence was merged
with that exercised by the crown in the Thames valley, the Home Counties, Chester
and Cornwall.

In particular what these constituency surveys bring out is the parliamentary
strength of the house of Lancaster under its first two kings.  Before 1399  crown and
duchy of Lancaster had been roughly matched; after  1399  the parliamentary
influence of the new dynasty was overwhelming. In  some  instances electoral
management on behalf of the new dynasty can be discerned. Sir  Thomas
Erpingham, never an MP himself, nevertheless counted many Norfolk MPs among
his close associates.  Tiptoft  played  a  similar role in Cambridgeshire. But the  most
effective parliamentary manager on behalf of the new dynasty was  Thomas
Chaucer, who, using his offices of constable of Wallington and constable of
Taunton (for Bishop Beaufort), appears to  have  secured  the election of no fewer
than 18 of his close  associates  to the commons in the first two decades of the
fifteenth  century.

There is in  itself nothing startling about the strength of the Lancastrian
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parliamentary influence revealed by these constituency surveys. It confirms and
reinforces the conclusions reached by Dr Given-Wilson about the royal household
under Henry IV and is in line with the recent conclusions reached by Dr Walker
concerning the Yorkshire commissions of the peace.2 The Lancastrian affinity,
transformed into the royal household, was the effective instrument of power that
put and held Henry IV and Henry V  upon the throne. It is not surprising, therefore,
that  this  domination was  reflected  in the constituencies and the elections of knights
of the shire. What does, however, become puzzling is that Henry IV should have
had such trouble with his parliaments. The relationship between king and commons
will undoubtedly need re-examination. It is possible  that  the burgesses  exerted
more pressure than is conventionally allowed.  Perhaps  the commons on occasion
become  something akin to  a  Lancastrian party conference, in which open debate
was conceded and loyal opposition was grudgingly accepted. As is so entirely
appropriate, important and fundamental  questions about  parliamentary history are
thus raised by these  volumes.

All  this  may seem  a  long way from  Richard III. Certainly constitutional
conflict was no longer a feature of his age. Parliaments in the later fifteenth century
were more docile. But some continuities and contrasts are revealing. Largely
speaking, the social world of the later fifteenth century was not  much  changed
from the early fifteenth century. The men whose biographies dominate these  pages,
the knights of the Shires, held similar values to their descendants. Many of course
were the grandfathers or great-grandfathers of men who followed (or opposed)
Richard  III.  Ricardians seeking to search back into the family histories of
Richard’s friends (or enemies) will find it an invaluable point of  first  reference for
those whose predecessors sat in parliament in these years. Here is John  Catesby,
who died in 1405,  a  wealthy provincial lawyer, assiduously building up his  estates,
but eschewing a political career despite his close connection with the Beauchamps:
a  less ambitious man  than  his great-grandson William. Here  also  is John Tyrell,
grandfather of Sir James, the weahhiest commoner of his day in Essex, and a
retainer of Richard, Duke of York; and Sir Nicholas Radcliffe, grandfather of
Richard, a veteran of Agincourt.

But this was  a  different  political  world. The Lancastrian dynasty under its first
two kings proved remarkably successful in restoring a unity of purpose and sense
of pride to the English political nation. The  loyalty shown  by the  younger
generation of  these  MPs, the Lancastrian activists of the  first  two decades of the
century, to the dynasty and the infant Henry VI after  1422  is notable. Yet within
thirty years it had all collapsed. In particular the great Lancastrian  affinity,  the
foundation of the  dynasty’s  success, had fallen apart and  been  commandeered by
its principal members — most  notably the Earl of Suffolk in  East  Anglia and
Richard Neville, Earl of Salisbury in the north. Richard of Gloucester, who as the
successor of the Earl of Warwick and the Nevilles was in  effect  the successor to
one part of the Lancastrian affinity,  went  someway towards re-establishing the
Lancastrian hegemony. But only some way. Henry IV had far stronger roots in the
south and midlands than ever had Richard III. And thus, as the biographies of the
parliamentary class  of  1399  reveal, Henry IV began with far more support than
Richard  III. These  volumes suggest once more that therein lay one important
difference between the success of the former and the failure of the latter.

What, of course, Ricardians need is  a  section of the History of Parliament to
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match this. And the good news is that Dr Clark and a new team of researchers have
embarked on a complete revision of Wedgwood, extending it back to  1422,  on the
excellent principles and precedents established here. The bad news is  that  it might
take  almost as long to complete and  some  of us might not be around to gain the
benefit. One hopes, however, that Alan  Sutton  will still be here to publish it.  This
was  a  major undertaking, and its 3,500 pages have been produced with barely a
misprint. In the meantime at least we have these four excellent volumes, which, if
they cannot add  much that  is of direct relevance to Ricardian studies, will

nevertheless, as their substantial content is ingested, have a profound influence on
the writing of fifteenth-century history in general.
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